Lewes Priory Trust Schools’ Chests
Lewes Priory Trust has 2 Schools’ Chests (one for primary,
one for secondary) to lend out, free of charge, to schools
who are including the Priory in their schemes of work.

The chests contain all the items in the
Teachers’ packs and in addition:
The Primary School Chest contains:
12 children’s size monks costumes, with one adult size habit.
4 Brass rubbing replicas from the Thomas Nelond Brass
(now in Cowfold Church). Thomas Nelond was Prior from
1414 to 1432. His detailed brass has figures of St Pancras,
the Virgin and Child and Thomas Becket. The replicas of
these figures have been made from impressions taken from
the original brass. There is also a replica of Nelond himself,
but this has been scaled down as the original is life-sized.
Please note: you will need to provide your own paper and
crayons.
A music CD (Gregorian Chant) from the Priory.
A selection of books giving more information about life in a
medieval monastery. including an adult reference book.

If you would like to arrange to borrow this chest
please contact: education@lewespriory.org
Please note that a deposit will be required.

Lewes Priory Trust Schools’ Chests
Lewes Priory Trust has 2 Schools’ Chests (one for primary,
one for secondary) to lend out, free of charge, to schools
who are including the Priory in their schemes of work.

The chests contain all the items in the
Teachers’ packs and in addition:
The Secondary School Chest contains:
4 Brass rubbing replicas from the Thomas Nelond Brass
(now in Cowfold Church). Thomas Nelond was Prior from
1414 to 1432. His exquisitely detailed brass has figures of
St Pancras, the Virgin and Child and Thomas Becket. The
replicas of these figures have been made from impressions
taken from the brass. There is also a replica of Nelond
himself, but this has been scaled down as the original is
life-sized. Please note: you will need to provide your own
paper and crayons.
A music CD (Gregorian Chant) from the Priory.
A selection of more detailed books giving more information
about life in a medieval monastery, including an adult
reference book.
If you would like to arrange to borrow this chest
please contact: education@lewespriory.org
Please note that a deposit will be required.

